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ARTICLE

Killing the dispensables: massacres perpetrated in the 
villages of Eastern Aleppo Province in 2013
Josepha Wessels

School of Arts and Communication, Malmö University, Sweden

ABSTRACT
In 2013, Aleppo province was engulfed in violence. The Syrian Arab 
Army (SAA) and affiliated Shi’a militias executed a campaign of 
massacres in the rural areas located on the eastern fringes of the 
province. The violence caused an exodus from this region, even-
tually dissipating local rural communities entirely. What can explain 
such extreme and brutal political violence perpetrated at a local 
level in the east Aleppo countryside throughout 2013? To find an 
answer, I analyse the personal accounts of those who witnessed the 
violence and YouTube videos. Taken together, these sources pro-
vide a visceral description of the massacres—in particular the sum-
mary executions in the village of Rasm al-Nafl, as a case study of 
extreme violence in one of the poorest rural areas of Syria. 
Problematizing mono-causal sectarian explanations, I argue that 
a deeper non-sectarian complex of rurality and a process of sub-
altern othering in combination with opportunism, governmental 
retribution, and strategic military concern for territorial control in 
order to secure alternative supply routes to Aleppo, ultimately led 
to the eradication of life and cultural genocide in these rural areas.

KEYWORDS 
Syria; political violence; 
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genocide; massacre

Introduction

In her recent work on political violence in Syria, Salwa Ismail identifies two main appara-
tuses of governmental violence by the Assad regime: the detention camp/prison and the 
massacre.1 This article examines the latter. In late 2013, I received news of a gruesome 
massacre in Rasm al-Nafl, a small village next to the village where I carried out visual 
anthropological fieldwork during the years 2000–2004. In clips uploaded to Syrian oppo-
sition channels on YouTube, I identified the landscape and recognized the local dialect 
spoken. The Rasm al-Nafl massacre was brutal: In a single day, over 200 civilians—mainly 
women, the elderly, and children—were murdered.

Why kill defenceless women, children, and elderly people? How can extreme violence 
be explained and what are the conditions that prompt such brutal acts, to which only 
scant attention is given in the media? These questions are central to this local level study 
into political violence in Syria. Recognizing the moral and political problems that face any 
social scientific approach to genocide studies, Jacques Sémelin appropriates the role of 

CONTACT Josepha Wessels josepha.wessels@mau.se School of Arts and Communication, Malmö University, 205 
06 Malmö, Sweden
1Salwa Ismail, The Rule of Violence: Subjectivity, Memory and Government in Syria (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2018).
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the social sciences in order to understand the latent propensity for violence and how it is 
realized in extreme situations such as massacres.2 In this article, I aim to disentangle the 
relationship between political violence, rurality, and rural-urban inequalities that existed 
prior to the 2011 uprisings. Therefore, I will place the events of Rasm al-Nafl in an 
explanatory socio-spatial context.

In the following sections, I will first provide a theoretical reflection on the prerequisites 
to genocidal violence, which will be followed by methods of study. Then I will describe 
rural dimensions of the popular uprisings in Aleppo province and the regional context of 
the massacres, followed by findings informed by two sets of testimonial narratives (in 
Arabic), ex post facto, YouTube videos recorded in situ, and video-taped testimonies 
recorded in Europe between 2017 and 2019. Finally, I will discuss the enabling conditions 
and motivations for the violent acts perpetrated.

Subalternity and othering as prerequisites to Genocidal violence

In their exploration of the dynamics of motivation and perpetration, Timothy Williams and 
Suzanne Buckley-Zistel discuss the ‘micro-turn in genocide studies’, in which this local 
level study is situated.3 In my previous work on violence and conflict in Syria, I drew upon 
theories on selective empathy, processes of dehumanizing and othering, as parts of the 
essence of the ‘masquerades of war’, starting from local experiences and the dimensions 
of escalation formed by so-called ‘watershed moments’ recorded on video.4 These 
chronicled moments—for example, the funeral of the tortured body of Hamza al- 
Khatib—form part of a progressive cyclic descent into violence in Syria.5 Different theories 
on the stages of conflict escalation have been developed and there is no single consensus 
on how many steps it takes before violence becomes as brutal as in the massacre of Rasm 
al-Nafl.6 According to Friedrich Glasl’s ‘nine stages of conflict’, initial stages involve 
a process of negative othering, which results in stereotyping and prejudice based on 
highly structured images of constructed collective characteristics. This process leads 
perpetrators to commit moral transgressions and the denial of the basic moral integrity 
of the person—to be treated fair and justly.7

This article aims to contribute to scholarly knowledge about political violence in Syria 
post-2011 and underlines the roles of subalternity and rurality in the rural-urban con-
tinuum prior to the uprisings—both areas having received little scholarly attention thus 

2Jacques Sémelin, ‘From Massacre to the Genocidal Process’, International Social Sciences Journal 54, no 174 (2002): 
433–42.

3Williams, Timothy, and Susanne Buckley-Zistel (eds.), Perpetrators and Perpetration of Mass Violence: Action, Motivations 
and Dynamics (London: Routledge, 2018), 1.

4Josepha Ivanka Wessels, ‘Syrian Masquerades of War’, in Masquerades of War (London: Routledge, 2015), 95–118; 
Josepha Ivanka Wessels, ‘Syria’s Moving Images: Moral Outrage and the Role of Grassroots Videos in Conflict Escalation’, 
in Resolving International Conflict, Dynamics of Escalation, Continuation and Transformation (London: Routledge, 2019), 
87–102.

5Wessels, ‘Syria’s Moving Images’. The 13-year-old boy Hamza al-Khatib from Dara’a was brutally tortured to death by 
Syrian security forces after his arrest for painting revolutionary slogans on the wall of a local school. His body was 
delivered to his parents as a warning and the uploaded video recordings of his funeral, showing the clearly brutally 
tortured body, sent shockwaves throughout Syria and reinvigorated street protests.

6Jens Allwood and Elisabeth Ahlsén, ‘On Stages of Conflict Escalation’, in Conflict and Multimodal Communication 
(Netherlands: Springer, 2015), 53–69.

7Uğur Ümit Üngör, ‘Mass Violence in Syria: A Preliminary Analysis’, New Middle Eastern Studies 3, no 1 (2013): 1–22; 
Friedrich Glasl, ‘The Process of Conflict Escalation and Roles of Third Parties’, in Conflict Management and Industrial 
Relations (Netherlands: Springer, 1982), 119–140.
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far. Ismail provides an explanatory framework for political violence in Syria, albeit within 
the context of the peripheries in Greater Damascus.8 She studies urban subaltern resis-
tance and regards violence as a modality of governance by the Assad regime, manifested 
in an organized form of extermination and annihilation of the ‘subaltern’. Ismail considers 
such violence integral to political rule in Syria, in which ‘this violence is governmental, not 
in the sense of being repressive, but as productive and performative—as shaping regime- 
citizen relations and forming political subjectivities’.9 Here, subalternity serves two pur-
poses as a prerequisite, not only motivating popular resistance against authoritarian 
oppression, but also for the perpetration of governmental violence, in which the latter 
is preceded by rationalizing othering processes through which the ‘subaltern enemy’ is 
constructed.

As such, subalternity is the result of a complex process of political, economic, 
and social subordination, and the consequence of epistemic violence that under-
mines and seeks to destroy local voices, knowledges, and cultures.10 Subalternity is 
embedded in a way of communication that is instrumental to the othering process, 
consistently calling the other ‘simple’ or ‘backward’, to labels that dehumanize 
further, such as ‘cockroaches’ and ‘pigs’, as part of the escalation phase towards 
violence.11 Interestingly, Sémelin draws parallels between massacres and animal 
slaughter.12 The purpose of labelling intended targets of massacres as animals to 
be slaughtered, is precisely to eliminate feelings of compassion for the victim and 
to better justify the violence.13 It is important to understand subalternity in this 
manner, and to gain insight into the prior conditions that lead to a massacre, 
perceived by Sémelin as ‘the most dramatic and tragic form of an overall process of 
destruction’.14

To develop a non-normative and non-legal vocabulary, Sémelin recommends the 
use of the term ‘massacre’ in social scientific studies into genocide, as an etymolo-
gical unit of reference to an organized and collective process of destruction, aimed at 
defenceless individuals and groups.15 He regards the massacre as ‘the outcome of 
a complex situation created primarily by the combination of a particular long-term 
political history, cultural environment, and international context’ and distinguishes 
between local massacres (face-to-face encounters) and long-range massacre (such as 
aerial bombings and sieges); and bilateral (civil war) and unilateral massacres (a state 
against its people).16 In this respect, the Rasm al-Nafl massacre is defined as a local 
unilateral massacre.

8Salwa Ismail, ‘Urban Subalterns in the Arab Revolutions: Cairo and Damascus in Comparative Perspective’, Comparative 
Studies in Society and History 55, no 4 (2013): 865–94; Ismail, The Rule of Violence; Lindsey Kingston, ‘The Destruction of 
Identity: Cultural Genocide and Indigenous Peoples’, Journal of Human Rights 14, no 1 (2015): 63–83; Branimir Luksic, 
‘Genocide and Command Responsibility Legal Sciences’, Zbornik Radova Pravnog Fakulteta u Splitu 38, no 4 (2001): 
283–92.

9Ismail, The Rule of Violence, 1.
10José Rabasa, ‘The Comparative Frame in Subaltern Studies’, Postcolonial Studies 8, no 4 (2005): 365–80.
11Wessels, ‘Syria’s Moving Images’.
12Sémelin, ‘From Massacre to the’.
13Wessels, ‘Syria’s Moving Images’.
14Sémelin, ‘From Massacre to the’.
15Ibid.
16Ibid., 436.
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Methods of study and case selection

This study applies a case study approach based on a close examination of massacres that 
took place in eastern Aleppo province in 2013, in particular in Rasm al-Nafl. Both Ismail 
and Sémelin consider the massacre as part of the core of genocidal violence, and hence 
taking the massacre as a unit of analysis in studies on political violence makes methodo-
logical sense.17 Data for this article were collected through research between 2017–2019 
with ex-inhabitants of a village close to Rasm al-Nafl who currently live in Europe, and my 
previous anthropological fieldwork in that same village, carried out between 2000 and 
2004. The case study is further supported via the video-taped testimonies of bystanders, 
and YouTube videos recorded in situ after the event, when the Free Syrian Army (FSA) 
recovered the area briefly, and a series of video news items that appeared in late summer 
2013.18

Eight YouTube videos, varying in length between 2 and 33 minutes, were identified, 
downloaded, and archived. Furthermore, narrative testimonies in Arabic, recorded on 
video, were collected, transcribed, and analysed as part of the ethnographic fieldwork 
carried out in Europe. The statements collected are from onlookers, importantly, not as 
defined by Robert Ehrenreich and Tim Cole, who define bystanders as closely related to 
the perpetrators group, but rather from bystanders who are part of the victims’ group and 
managed to survive the violence.19 Further, secondary data were collected from data-
bases such as the Violations Documentation Center (VDC) archive, the Syrian Network for 
Human Rights (SNHR), and documentation by the Syrian-led initiative Pro Justice.20 

Google Earth maps and additional YouTube videos from the area were used to corrobo-
rate the testimonial video evidence and assess frontline situations throughout the years 
between 2012 and 2016.

The motivation for selecting Rasm al-Nafl as a case study is manifold. First, the massacre 
is archetypal of political violence in Syria. Second, I was in the position to collect 
testimonies directly from key informants, with whom I have built up a twenty-year 
relationship of trust. Third, over the years I developed an in-depth familiarity with the 
geographical region, local language, and population through my previous anthropologi-
cal fieldwork. My final motivation stems from the existence of substantial digital (video) 
data of the massacre(s). Nevertheless, what is investigated is only a portion of a wider 
window of truth. I do not want to act as a ventriloquist for those who provided me with 
their testimonial accounts, aware of the access I hold to scholarly space.21 Via a process of 
narrative re-construction and documentation of the massacre campaign, by investigating 
and analysing enabling pre-conditions, I hope to give insight into the origins of the 

17Ibid.
18Mukhtar Mukhtar, [In Arabic] ‘The Lion killers in Khanasir’, Video, 02:35, YouTube, 26 August 2026, 2013, https://www. 

youtube.com/watch?v=8hjl19HU9-w. Viewer discretion is advised. In this period, gruesome battle video uploads 
emerged to signify military victory. This particular video of the re-capture of Khanas

_
ir by the FSA and affiliated militias 

shows bodies of Syrian Arab Army (SAA) soldiers sprawled out on the streets.
19Robert M. Ehrenreich and Tim Cole, ‘The Perpetrator-Bystander-Victim Constellation: Rethinking Genocidal 

Relationships’, Human Organization 64, no 3 (2005): 13.
20Pro Justice, The Blacklist, Violations Committed by the Most Prominent Syrian Regime Figures and How to Bring Them to 

Justice (San Diego, CA: Pro Justice, 2019); Syrian Network for Human Rights, ‘Special Report Massacres’, Syrian Network 
for Human Rights, https://sn4hr.org/blog/category/report/thematic-reports/massacres/.

21Michael Marker, ‘Indigenous Voice, Community, and Epistemic Violence: The Ethnographer’s “Interests” and What 
“Interests” the Ethnographer’, International Journal of Qualitative Studies in Education 16, no 3 (2003): 361–75.
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brutality. My aim is to contribute to knowledge and, conceivably, the future prevention of 
these kinds of crimes against humanity.

Shocked by the news of the massacre, I experienced deep personal emotions upon 
listening to the testimonies of key informants. On the one hand, this posed significant 
methodological and ethical challenges—to be able to maintain objective distance. 
However, on the other hand, expressing emotions during conversation also contributes 
to the building and maintaining of trust. Indeed, empathic listening is a key skill of 
a researcher.22 Watching the graphic images in the video data also induced strong 
emotions, and hence I employed a viewing approach with phases of limited exposure 
to mitigate secondary trauma.23 Lastly, observing through satellite imagery the near total 
destruction of this region evoked strong feelings of grief and nostalgia for this part of 
Aleppo province, where I spent some of my best fieldwork days, 20 years ago. 
Documenting how what was once so loved, has been destroyed and lost, in order that 
it might not to be forgotten, forms a significant personal motivation for engagement with 
this topic.

Rural dimensions of the popular uprisings in Aleppo

The Syrian Revolution commenced as an unarmed uprising in revolutionary centres such 
as Dara’a, Homs, and Hama, and suburbs of Damascus, such as Douma and Darayya.24 

Initially hampered by Assad’s co-option of the business community, the protests reached 
Aleppo province in late 2011, with demonstrations in the rural town of ʾAzaz and at the 
university of Aleppo.25 Many students protested, and demonstrations swelled in the 
peripheral poorer neighbourhoods in the east and south of the city. The regime meted 
out harsh retribution with a terror campaign of mass arrests, eventually shelling university 
buildings and resistant neighbourhoods. On 15 October 2011, ʾAmmar al-Wawy, a major 
commander of the Ababil brigade, the ‘katība ababīl’, from the Syrian Arab Army (SAA), 
defected in Aleppo because he refused to kill protesters.26 After several defections from 
the SAA to form new armed brigades in the opposition, the FSA in the north became 
consolidated.27

Family ties with villages and towns in the countryside were strong in many of the 
resistant lower-class neighbourhoods of Aleppo city. Protests had simultaneously 
emerged and spread to the rural parts of the province. Starting on 20 July 2012, anti- 
regime demonstrations were video-recorded in al-Sfīrah. The town is strategically located 

22Mike Allan, ‘Empathic Listening’, in The SAGE Encyclopaedia of Communication Research Methods (USA: SAGE 
Publications, Inc., 2018), 413–417.

23Elise Baker et al., ‘Safer Viewing: A Study of Secondary Trauma Mitigation Techniques in Open Source Investigations’, 
Health and Human Rights Journal 22, no 1 (2020): 293–304.

24Sam Dagher, Assad or We Burn the Country: How One Family’s Lust for Power Destroyed Syria (New York: Little, Brown and 
Company, 2019); Robin Yassin-Kassab and Leila Al-Shami, Burning Country, Syrians in Revolution and War (London: Pluto 
Press, 2016); Salwa Ismail, ‘The Syrian Uprising: Imagining and Performing the Nation’, Studies in Ethnicity and 
Nationalism 11, no 3 (2011): 538–49.

25See Union of Coordinators of the Syrian Revolution in Aleppo [in Arabic], YouTube Channel, https://www.youtube.com/ 
user/UnionOfAleppo/videos?view=0&sort=da&flow=grid. Viewer discretion is advised; Ismail, ‘The Syrian Uprising’; 
Yassin-Kassab and Al-Shami, Burning Country.

26Union of Coordinators of the Syrian Revolution in Aleppo, [in Arabic] ‘Statement of Captain Ammar Al-Wawi, 
commander of the Ababil Brigade in Aleppo 10-15-2011�, Video, 01:23, YouTube, 16 October 2011, https://www. 
youtube.com/watch?v=4aBOw1PxuoI.

27Dagher, Assad or We Burn the Country; Ümit Üngör, ‘Mass Violence in Syria’.
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south of the road between Aleppo and Raqqa, in close proximity to a state defence factory 
and at the beginning of a valley that leads towards the town of Khanās

_
ir.28 By the end of 

2012, it was clear that many young men from the countryside had joined FSA battalions to 
protect the population, some with their own weapons. Prior to 2011, farmers in these 
areas were known to possess firearms for hunting. It was therefore not a surprise that 
these men joined the opposition and protests in Aleppo, when the regime pushed them 
into armed resistance.29

Simultaneously, Assad released Sunni jihadists from Saydnaya prison in 2012; an 
intentional policy to enhance the radicalization of the Syrian uprisings, which would 
conveniently provide the SAA with a rationale to use excessive force on protesters, 
even if they were unarmed.30 When the Syrian uprising finally developed into armed 
resistance, the FSA seized significant parts of the main highway (M5) between Damascus 
and Aleppo to the south of Aleppo city.31 The FSA also captured the alternative supply 
route between the towns of Khanas

_
ir and al-Sfīrah in eastern Aleppo province.32 In 

retribution, the SAA started shelling towns in eastern Aleppo province towards the end 
of 2012; several heavy aerial bombardments were conducted on the town of al-Sfīrah (see 
location in Figure 1), resulting in major civilian casualties, including children.33

Khanas
_
ir and al-Sfīrah are located on the secondary road connecting Homs, Salamiyah, 

Ithriya, and Aleppo through a sparsely populated, overwhelmingly Sunni, peripheral 
region, east of the main highway (M5) between Damascus, Homs, Hama, and Aleppo. 
The town of Salamiyah, located on the same road, is part of an area with a strong Shi’ite 
minority, in particular Isma’ili sects, and functions as a gateway to the cities of Homs and 
Hama. As Fabrice Balanche demonstrated, the ethnic and religious distinctiveness of 
towns and villages in rural Syria had remained largely unchanged since the French 
mandate period (1920–1925) up until 2010.34

An important YouTube testimony was uploaded on 14 February 2013, detailing the first 
campaign of massacres in several villages in the valley between Khanas

_
ir and al-Sfīrah.35 

The interviewer reads lists of names—the victims of massacres in Khanas
_
ir, Jūnayd, ūm 

‘Amūd, Hmayra, and al-Sfīrah—to two male witnesses from the valley. They recount how 
the campaign started with air raids conducted by the SAA, using rockets and barrel bombs. 
The first massacre was conducted in Khanas

_
ir; a summary execution killing 50 people in the 

28Union of Coordinators of the Syrian Revolution in Aleppo, [in Arabic] ‘Aleppo—Al-Sfirah: Friday Demonstration 
‘Ramadan Al-Nasr’ 7-20-2012�, Video, 02:14, YouTube, 20 July 2012, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= 
Sn33fWH69Ik.

29International Crisis Group, ‘Rigged Cars and Barrel Bombs: Aleppo and the State of the Syrian War’, International Crisis 
Group, 9 September 2014, https://www.crisisgroup.org/middle-east-north-africa/eastern-mediterranean/syria/rigged- 
cars-and-barrel-bombs-aleppo-and-state-syrian-war; Ümit Üngör, ‘Mass Violence in Syria’.

30Maria Abi-Habib, ‘Assad Policies Aided Rise of Islamic State Militant Group’, Wall Street Journal, 22 August 2014, https:// 
www.wsj.com/articles/assad-policies-aided-rise-of-islamic-state-militant-group-1408739733; Dagher, Assad or We Burn 
the Country.

31See Union of Coordinators of the Syrian Revolution in Aleppo [in Arabic], YouTube Channel, https://www.youtube.com/ 
user/UnionOfAleppo/videos?view=0&sort=da&flow=grid. Viewer discretion is advised.

32International Crisis Group, ‘Rigged Cars and Barrel Bombs’.
33Ambassador News, [in Arabic] ‘Warplanes Bombed Al-Sfirah 12-16-2012�, Video, 05:53, YouTube, https://www. 

youtube.com/watch?v=Tbb1yNYAZeg. Viewer discretion advised; Hussien Khattab, [in Arabic] ‘The massacre of 29/1/ 
2013�, Video, 01:30, YouTube, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZVIX5q1Nyf8.

34Fabrice Balanche, Sectarianism in Syria’s Civil War (Washington D.C.: The Washington Institute for Near East Policy, 2018); 
Fabrice Balanche, ‘Géographie de la révolte syrienne’, Outre-Terre 3, no 29 (2011): 437–58.

35Union of Coordinators of the Syrian Revolution in Aleppo, [in Arabic] ‘Aleppo—Al-Sfirah: Testimony of the Assad dog 
massacres in the villages 2/14/2013�, Video, 25:02, YouTube, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8eswP6jYX_Y.
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town square. The two witnesses state explicitly that several Circassians of Khanas
_
ir guided 

the perpetrators to the victims.36 These local guides received a fee for their collaboration. In 
other villages, inhabitants were killed inside their homes. The witnesses testify that the 
perpetrators wore black balaclavas and green bandanas with ‘Ya Hussein’ written on them 
and that not all members of the perpetrator groups spoke Syrian Arabic, indicating they 
were foreign fighters. The perpetrators also carried guns marked ‘Jabhat al-Nusra’, an anti- 
regime extremist Islamist faction. According to the witnesses, the intention was to plant the 
guns among the victims, after the massacres so they could be blamed for being Islamic 
terrorists. The witnesses are adamant that these villagers were poor, honourable, and 
without any animosity. ‘Everything was looted by the militias; clothes, household appli-
ances, cars and livestock . . . Brother, the regime does not care about these people’, states 
one witness in the video.37 The razzias and summary executions described above marked 
the beginning of a strategy of destruction in the Khanas

_
ir valley.

A Genocidal strategy for the road to Aleppo

In the beginning of 2013, the village of Shallalah al-Saghirah was situated in the middle of 
a moving frontline zone between Khanas

_
ir and al-Sfīrah in a battle for access to Aleppo 

city. In the north and east, the FSA and several affiliated militias such as Jabhat al-Nūsra, 
Ah

_
rar al-Sham, Liwa al-Tawh

_
id, Jaysh al-Islām, and Saqūr al-Sham ruled the territories.38 

Figure 1. Geography of the Syrian War at the beginning of 2013. Source:http://fieldmarshalbean. 
blogspot.com/2013/09/the-syrian-civil-war-potted-analysis.html

36Union of Coordinators of the Syrian Revolution in Aleppo, ‘Aleppo—Al-Sfirah: Testimony’. The Circassians in Khanasir 
are descendants from the forced migrants in the Ottoman Empire who fled the Russian-Caucasian War in 1864. 
Circassians in Syria are Sunni Muslims. See also Ross Burns, The monuments of Syria: a guide (London: I.B. Tauris, 2009).

37Union of Coordinators of the Syrian Revolution in Aleppo, [in Arabic] ‘Aleppo—Al-Sfirah: Testimony’.
38International Crisis Group, ‘Rigged Cars and Barrel Bombs’.
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The south was under the control of the SAA and affiliated Shi’a militias. Raqqa, as one of 
the first major cities that was fully liberated by the FSA, was not yet dominated by ISIS 
(who assumed control towards the end of 2013). Continuing their daily routines for 
survival, the inhabitants of the Khanas

_
ir valley had to navigate a network of checkpoints, 

frontlines, militias, and opposing armies. Out of fear, civilians in the area, who were 
generally sympathetic towards the Syrian opposition, avoided any confrontation with 
soldiers at SAA checkpoints.

Between February and June 2013, acting upon the suspicion that villagers were 
collaborating with the FSA, the SAA and affiliated militias carried out a second campaign 
of summary executions in the villages of Qūbtayn, al-Mazra’a, Jūnayd, and ūm ‘Amūd. The 
Syrian Network for Human Rights (SNHR) reported that on 22 February 2013, 26 young 
men were summarily executed in Khanas

_
ir town.39 On 27 March 1969 citizens were killed 

in the village of al-Malkiyah, followed by massacres in ūm ‘Amūd and al-Mazr’a, where at 
least 95 people were killed, and finally in Rasm al-Nafl on 21 June 2013.40 The massacres 
took place in an identically brutal fashion: The perpetrators shot live bullets, burned 
houses, killed the elderly, women, and even beheaded children. Rape campaigns were 
also reported. The bodies were disposed in local wells, to be later retrieved when the FSA 
regained control over the area.41 According to the VDC, 748 deaths were reported in the 
month of June in 2013 alone, of which 267 were casualties of summary executions. They 
had mainly taken place in the village of Rasm al-Nafl.42

The massacre at Rasm al-Nafl

Rasm al-Nafl is a village located between the towns of al-Sfīrah and Khanas
_
ir, 70 km 

southeast of Aleppo city, in the Khanas
_
ir valley, which consists of around 40 villages. In 

2010, traditional mudbrick dome houses, weathered by the harsh dry climate, (Figure 2) 
dotted the agricultural fields. Livelihoods, however, were fragile. Located on the periphery 
of the Syrian desert, the area was devoid of amenities and any regular means of public 
transport. The inhabitants depended on agricultural activities such as rainfed agriculture, 
irrigated farming, and livestock rearing (Figure 3), mostly in combination with seasonal 
migration.43 The area was characterized by poverty, resource degradation, and low rainfall 
(about 230 mm per year). Natural resources were under extreme pressure.44

The valley had been a focus for international agricultural research for many years, as 
part of the Khanas

_
ir Valley Integrated Research Site (KVIRS), developed by the Natural 

Resource Management Program (NRMP) of the International Center for Agricultural 
Research in Dry Areas (ICARDA).45 Despite international attention, the area was severely 
neglected by the Ba’athist government. Deprived of any real chances for development 

39Syrian Network for Human Rights, ‘Special Report Massacres’.
40Ibid.
41Ambassador News, [in Arabic] ‘Al-Ambassador: Corpses continue to be recovered from the wells of ūm ‘Amūd village’, 

Video, 08:29, YouTube, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=74K1bPkgPlY. Viewer discretion is advised.
42Violations Documentation Center in Syria (VDC) database available at: https://vdc-sy.net/en/.
43Josepha Ivanka Wessels, To Cooperate or Not to Cooperate: Collective Action for Rehabilitation of Traditional Water Tunnel 

Systems (Qanats) in Syria (Amsterdam, Netherlands: Amsterdam University Press, 2008).
44Wessels, ‘To Cooperate or Not’.
45International Center for Agricultural Research in the Dry Areas (ICARDA), Sustainable Agricultural Development for 

Marginal Dry Areas. Khanasser Valley Integrated Research Site (Aleppo, ICARDA: 2005).
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since the 1970s, rural households continuously looked for new survival strategies. One 
such strategy was outmigration.

One of the first preferred destinations for outmigration was the Euphrates irriga-
tion scheme, promoted in the 1970s by the Ba’ath party as a major development 
opportunity.46 Lured by these prospects, several families from the Khanas

_
ir valley had 

Figure 2. Everyday scene in a village of the Khanas
_
ir valley, 2010. Source: J. I. Wessels

Figure 3. Traditional sheep husbandry was a main income activity in the villages of the Khanas
_
ir valley 

in 2010. Source: J. I. Wessels

46Annika Rabo, ‘Change on the Euphrates: Villagers, Townsmen, and Employees in Northeast Syria’ (PhD diss., Stockholm 
University, studies in Social Anthropology, 1986).
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moved to Raqqa. As a result, social cohesion at village level started to disintegrate, 
the tribe no longer constituting the effective economic unit, this falling instead to 
the level of the individual household.47 In attempts to bridge widening gaps, alli-
ances with family members in urban areas were still forged through arranged 
marriages, often to secure financial resources.48 An elaborate network of family ties 
between the Khanas

_
ir valley and urban areas in northern Syria thus emerged, in 

which urban families still owned land (Figure 4) and whereby social rituals such as 
funerals and weddings were particularly important moments of family gathering in 
the social life of the valley.

In the early spring of 2013, a checkpoint of the SAA was strategically stationed on 
a hilltop south of the village of Shallalah al-Saghirah, overlooking the villages of 
Shallalah al-Kabirah and Rasm al-Nafl. The regime forces in the Khanas

_
ir valley 

consisted of regular battalions of the SAA, the National Defence Forces from 
Salamiyah, Hizb Allah militias, and the Liwa Abu Fadl al-Abbās (LAFA) brigade.49 

The latter consisted of Twelver Shi’a Muslim militants fighting alongside the SAA. 
The brigade, mainly of foreign fighters, was formed in late 2012 to ‘defend the 
Mosque of Sayyidah Zaynab’, the shrine of which is one of the main Shi’a holy 
sites in Damascus.50 In 2004, Rasm al-Nafl had 1601 inhabitants, today the village is 
abandoned.51 The core reason for its abandonment is the summary execution of at 
least 200 of its people, in June 2013. What follows is a presentation of a series of 
narratives and testimonies about the massacre.

Testimonies from uploaded YouTube videos

The testimonies of bystanders were found in eight different YouTube video clips, 
documenting and detailing the aftermath of the massacre in Rasm al-Nafl, 
recorded by various opposition news agencies between August and 
September 2013. Most of the videos graphically depict recovering decomposed 
bodies from the water wells. The most extensive clips about Rasm al-Nafl appeared 
on 30 August 2013 by Shah

_
ba Press Agency, an opposition media outlet from 

47Hanna Batatu, Syria’s Peasantry, the Descendants of Its Lesser Rural Notables, and Their Politics (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 1999).

48Marriages in rural areas of Aleppo province were normally arranged within extended families, preferably marriages 
between cross-cousins, which was still the norm until the start of the Syrian war.

49Haseeb Abdul Razzaq, ‘dhubih wahuriq al’ahya’ min malamih majzara (rsm alnfl) fi halab’ [The slaughter and burning of 
the living are among the features of the massacre (Rasm al-Nafl) in Aleppo’, Orient News, 24 July 2013, https://bit.ly/ 
3csf59Y.

50Rawand Osman, Female Personalities in the Qur’an and Sunna: Examining the Major Sources of Imami Shi’i Islam (London: 
Routledge, 2014); Phill Smyth, ‘Hizballah Cavalcade: What is the Liwa’a Abu Fadl al-Abbas (LAFA)? Assessing Syria’s Shi’a 
“International Brigade” Through Their Social Media Presence’, Jihadology, 15 May 2013, https://bit.ly/2PrTzt0. LAFA was 
Syria’s first and foremost Shi’a militia, which became known for the presence of their foreign, mainly Iraqi and Lebanese 
members. A well organized Shi’a militant group, in their video uploads on quasi-official Facebook pages and YouTube 
channels they claim to fight their jihad in Syria for the honour of Zaynab, Imam Ali’s daughter. Zaynab was taken 
hostage by Ummayad Caliph Yazid 1st after the battle of Karbala where she joined her brother Hussayn al-Ali who got 
killed in the battle between his army and that of Yazid 1st. The battle of Karbala took place in 680 A.D. According to the 
narrative Zaynab was paraded through the streets of Damascus unveiled. A historical event of shaming of one of the 
granddaughters of the Prophet Mohammed, for which strict Shi’a believers still take great offence and a deep wish to 
defend her honour. Zaynab is a female symbol for piety and defiance in Shi’a Islam. Her tomb is located in Damascus.

51Census data available at: https://data.humdata.org/; See also Angus McDowall, ‘Displaced People of Syria’s “beehive” 
villages Dream of Return’, Reuters, 16 February 2017, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-aleppo- 
refugees-idUSKBN15V0LY.
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Aleppo; and on 2 September 2013 by a local news agency from al-Sfīrah.52 The 
latter is a report on the visit to Rasm al-Nafl by the governor of Free Aleppo, 
Mr. Yahia Nanaa, the first elected President of the Council of the Free Aleppo 
Governorate, to supervise the exhumation of bodies.53 In front of the remains of 
burned and destroyed houses, he emphasizes that these recording are made to 
witness the crimes perpetrated by the Assad regime ‘because the United Nations 
are not here to witness’.54

Mr. Nanaa explains that under the rubble, 208 bodies are located, partly burned and 
partly dumped in the wells. There are discrepancies about the date and number of victims. 
Syrian human rights groups reported 191 victims, while the video testimonies record the 
number of 208 people.55 On the VDC website and Orient News, 22 June 2013 is reported 
as the date of the massacre, but in 2013, 21 June was a Friday, which concurs with the 
witness reports in the video data.56 The video report interviews a male inhabitant who 

Figure 4. Investment into horticulture (olive grove in the background) by an urban household from 
Aleppo with family ties to the village, 2010. Source: J. I. Wessels

52Shahba Press Agency, [in Arabic] ‘Rasm Al-Nafl: A tour and interviews in the village that witnessed a massacre in which 
208 people were killed’, Video, 12:52, YouTube, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PQTZoK7T6U0. Viewer discretion is 
advised.

53The civil council of the Free Aleppo Governorate was established in March 2013 to govern the areas of Aleppo province 
that were under the control of the Free Syrian Army (FSA).

54Hussein Khattab, [in Arabic] ‘Visit of the Governor of Free Aleppo to the countryside of Sfirah’, Video, 06:11, YouTube, 
2 September 2013, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YxBXql50CoQ&t=74s.Viewer discretion advised.

55Pro Justice, ‘The Blacklist’. Names identified are Yasser Hammoud Faraj, Nawaf Hammoud Faraj, Abdul-Gani Hammoud 
Faraj, Abdul-Hadi, Hammoud Faraj, Farouq Hammoud Faraj, Ali Hammoud Faraj, Dalal Al-Abbas, Abdul-Razzak Al-Rawi 
(80 years old), Fahima al-Rawi, Kathim al-Rawi (1 year old), three unidentified women from the same family, Khalid 
Salloum, Fatima al-Mane’ (Khalid’s wife), Eido Hammoud Faraj, a seven-day old baby girl, an unidentified girl from the 
same family, 56 killed from the Fawwaz ibn Fawwaz family, among them 2-day-old Uweid and her mother, 31 from the 
al-Eissa family, 34 from the al-Hillo family, 14 from the al-Fawwaz family, 8 from the al-Hussain family, 7 from Hmeid al- 
Assaf’s family, 7 from Faisal Abdul Jalil al-Mane’s family, 8 from Muhammad Sawas al-Hendi’s family, Ibrahim Hmeid 
Moussa (80 years old) owns the flourmill, Matra Kedro (85 years old), Sakina Hamid Ghanim (40 years old), Ali Jassem 
Hmeidi, Fattouma Hussein (Ali’s wife), Wadha Al-Issa (Issa Taha Mane’s wife), Maryam Al-Steif (70 years old) (Mehi al-Din 
Helal’s wife), Gussoun Hilal (20 years old) (Mehi al Din Hilal’s daughter).

56Abdelrazak, ‘The slaughter and burning’.
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explains he was 3 km east of the village with his sheep when the massacre happened, in 
which 56 members from the family of Mohammed al-Faraj al-Fawwaz were killed, all of 
whom he knew personally. When he returned two hours later, he found the body of 
a woman on the road and clothes of girls and children in the charred remains. The video 
continues with a testimony of a visibly upset woman, squatted with two others, one of 
which is desperately crying, who explains she lost her mother and sister in the massacre 
and all of the victims were elderly, women, and children.

In the video clip uploaded on 30 August 2013 by Shah
_
ba Press Agency, a group of male 

inhabitants give their respective testimonies.57

Testimony 1: 

T1: ‘I am from Rasm al-Nafl. I was herding the sheep. The army entered Rasm al-Nafl and 
committed a massacre on the people of Rasm al-Nafl, women and children. There was 
a girl aged three days and there were 50 children. All of them children and women. There 
were less than 30 men.’

Interviewer: ‘How many (. . .)?’

T1: ‘The number is 208.’

Interviewer: ‘Who committed the massacre?’

T1: ‘The regime army committed the massacre. The shabbiha. The National Defence. The 
family of my brother were seven; three girls and three boys got killed. One 16, one 12, and 
one 6 years old. Their mother and her two sisters and sister-in-law. Seven. The ones who 
slaughtered them did not ask them. A three-day-old child,what would you ask him? They 
killed an old woman, aged 90, disabled in her bed. They knocked down the house on her. 
In that house they gathered 57 people, they knocked it on their heads. What was their 
fault? What did they do!?’

Local inhabitants interviewed in the video clips explain that the SAA and affiliated 
paramilitaries entered the village of Rasm al-Nafl on 21 June 2013, under the guidance of 
a local shabbiha from the village of Harbakiya (south of Khanas

_
ir).58 Shabbiha is a common 

catch-all term for anyone who collaborates with the Syrian regime for money. Mostly men 
coming from civilian-dressed paramilitary groups, often sectarian, but also civilian Assad 
loyalists, from any type of background, who provide information to the regime, which 
could also be women, fall under this term.59 The following testimony describes the 
process.

Testimony 2: 

T2: ‘I am from the families of Rasm al-Nafl. I was outside the village herding sheep 3 km 
away from here. My children, my wife, two aunts, my sister and her son were here in the 

57Shahba Press Agency, ‘Rasm al-Nafl: A tour’.
58OmarSyria, ‘Massacre in rural Aleppo kills 191�, OmarSyria, 29 July 2013, https://omarsyria.tumblr.com/post/ 

56718723225/massacre-in-rural-aleppo-kills-191; See also Syrian Network for Human Rights, ‘asma’ aldahaya aldhyn 
qadaqa fi majzarat rusim alnaql birif halab bitarikh 2013/6/21� [Names of the victims who died in the massacre, Rasm 
al-Nafl in Aleppo countryside on 21/6/2013], Syrian Network for Human Rights, 2013, https://drive.google.com/file/d/ 
0B5pudHajcbMuNjVCV2NUMmpPQVk/edit.

59Ümit Üngör, ‘Mass Violence in Syria: A Preliminary Analysis’; Uğur Ümit Üngör, ‘Shabbiha: Paramilitary Groups, Mass 
Violence and Social Polarization in Homs’, Violence: An International Journal 1, no1 (2020): 59–79.
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village. The regime army entered the village, the shabbiha or regime army, I don’t care. We 
were 3 km far away.’

Interviewer: ‘Were they Free Syrian Army?’

T2: ‘No, not the FSA. It was the regime army.’

Interviewer: ‘What was the date of the massacre?’

T2: ‘21 June, it was a Friday. The families of the village went up to the top of that hill. We 
call it al-Rasm. People on motorbikes followed them and brought them back.’

Interviewer: ‘The shabbiha? ’

T2: ‘The shabbiha, of course, the shabbiha!! Ahmad al-Jasim, from Harbakiya, he was with 
them.’ 

The SAA purposely kept middle-aged and young men, who attempted to return, out of 
the village using military means.

Testimony 3:
T3: ‘For 70 days we were not able to enter the village until the FSA liberated the area. 

We wanted to come close from the west, 3 km from here, we came close and then the 
Dshka’s [heavy Russian machine gun] in the east of the village started shooting at people. 
What did they do with children and women, we don’t know! They killed them. In this well 
and these buildings. They damaged and looted the houses of people. Other than this, 
I don’t know. We are a group of people who did not harm anyone.’

The camera angle then shifts to close up shots of fragments found in the rubble of the 
destroyed mud brick houses. A hand sifts through the dried pieces of human remains, pulling 
out bits of clothes, bones, skull fragments, a child’s jawbone, and a bundle of human hair. In 
bewilderment, one of the men holds the fragments up in front of the camera and says:

Testimony 4: 

T4: ‘This child was 12 years, the daughter of Mohammad al-Faraj al-Fawaz. Their family are 
56 persons and then they were followed with 2 [they are] 58 people under this building. 
All of them are children and women. What was their fault? . . . She’s 12. She is a child.’

Interviewer: ‘What is this?’

T4: ‘This is her hair.’

Interviewer: ‘Braids.’

T4: ‘Her braids, She was 12 . . . Allah Akbar!’

Testimony 5: 

T5: ‘There is a woman who gave birth two days before and she is here [dead] among 
people here [under the rubble].’

Crowd: ‘Allah Akbar!’

T5: ‘She had a two days old baby girl.’

Interviewer: ‘Why are they still under the rubble?’
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T5: ‘There is no one. No one can get them out.’

Interviewer: ‘It means that you have not been in the village . . . ’

T5: ‘No, we just entered the village . . . Now the FSA entered to the village and liberated it, 
so then we could enter.’ 

The men stand next to the pile of rubble of the destroyed houses and shout, calling out 
to the United Nations, the civil defence, all Muslims, and the Sunna, to remove the bodies. 
The group continues to walk past the destroyed houses. One picks up a piece of cloth and 
recognizes it. They mention someone should come and identify the bodies and the 
clothes. 

T5: ‘Listen my uncle, usually when a [military] column came towards the ammunition 
defence factory, we fled away 1 km east of the village. The people who died; 208, all of 
them were gathered 1 km east of the village. A bastard shabbiha approached them, he is 
from our area, his name is Ahmad al-Jasim, from Harbakiya, he brought the people back 
and he told them “we are your cousins”. They brought them here. Gathered them and 
killed them. As you can see. Even the disabled (or could be the elderly) in the centre of the 
village—there are elderly women who cannot carry a glass of water—they knocked the 
house on their heads. These are their clothes. Their property and children are gone. More 
than a 1000 sheep were here and are gone as well.’

Interviewer: ‘Other than sheep, what did they take?’

T5: ‘They took money, cars. There were women who wore 1/2 kg of gold, all gone. Money. 
People work on herding sheep. Everything is gone. We only have these clothes.’

Interviewer (directs his speech toward the camera): ‘Under this rubble there are 208 corpses 
killed by the hands of criminal gangs of Assad. On Friday 21 June 2013, when the regime 
controlled the line of the Defense Factories. How much the bereaved women screamed? How 
much did the women and children scream when they were besieged in those houses that 
were knocked down and damaged over the heads of its residents, residents of the village. The 
regime and the criminal gangs gathered all who are in the village in those houses and homes, 
then they bombed it and knocked the building over, with people inside it. In this massacre, 
around 208 people of this village were killed – children, women and elderly men.. The 
villagers called for help and today they call on human rights organisations to come and 
bury our corpses. They are buried under the rubbles and we need someone to help bury our 
dead, killed ones, and martyrs. From the village of Rasm al-Nafl, al-Sfīrah, [in the] Aleppo 
countryside.’

Testimonies from bystanders recorded in Europe (2017–2019)

During the years 2017–2019, I was collecting life histories of displaced Syrians in Europe 
for an ongoing ethnographic film project about the village community of Shallalah al- 
Saghirah, where I carried out my dissertation fieldwork, 20 years ago. The village is 
located 800 m to the west of Rasm al-Nafl. The following are excerpts of two testimo-
nies recorded during these interviews in Europe, with ex-inhabitants of Shallalah al- 
Saghirah.

Testimony 6:
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‘At the time of the Rasm al-Nafl massacre, I stayed in the village. It was me, my father, my 
mother, my sister, and my little siblings. Furthermore, there was my uncle M and S, their 
mother, and K and Y.60 In total some 16 families or so, were staying in the village at the time of 
the Rasm al-Nafl massacre. When the massacre happened, they killed around 200 people in 
one day—the regime army. We could even smell the burnt bodies, it was less than 1 km away 
and the smell of smoke reached our village. It was white smoke. Rasm al-Nafl was seized by 
the government. That day and days after we just stayed inside. Inside our houses. We were 
too afraid that the government army would kill us too.

The same day of the massacre, Ab and A had tried to visit us in the morning, from the side of 
Jabl al-Has

_
, they were FSA soldiers. But A did not make it, the regime army shot and killed him 

from the observation post southwest of our village. A ran to the village to hide and then 
escaped back to Aleppo. After that, the massacre happened in Rasm al-Nafl. We stayed inside, 
and we had little food. Just from our own vegetables, tomatoes, cucumber, it was spring, so 
we had some harvest. But we became hungry. Therefore, I left a couple of days later during 
the night on my motorcycle.61 Me and my cousin went on the motorcycle toward Māskanah. 
Then my dad, my mother, and the little ones came by car several days later. It was very 
dangerous, but we got out. Everyone got out. Afterwards, the government army came and 
looted all our houses. They took everything. After two weeks or so, the FSA pushed back the 
government army and killed all the SAA soldiers at the observation post. The FSA seized Rasm 
al-Nafl again. Then they filmed everything of the massacre there. We did not go back to our 
village ever since.’

In the above testimony, we learn that on the morning of the massacre, two relatives of the 
key informant had travelled in a four-wheel drive pickup car from Aleppo city, over the 
plain of Jabl al-Has

_
in the west, towards the village. They avoided the main road between 

Khanas
_
ir and al-Sfīrah down in the valley. A sniper from the observation post killed the 

driver and his body was slumped out of the car while the other relative escaped. My 
interlocutor explained that the SAA soldiers had a clear sight on the car and the body. 
Earlier, the soldiers had commanded one of the villagers, a cousin of my interlocutor, to 
bring them water, a steep half-hour walk, twice daily. The cousin had to pass the car and 
decaying body. Every day, SAA soldiers asked if he was related to the dead driver, which 
he vehemently denied. Although under enormous psychological pressure, by persistently 
denying any knowledge of the dead body, he prevented another retribution massacre.62 

My interlocutors felt terrified—under the gaze of government snipers on the hilltop 
observation post they did not dare venture outside.

The following testimony is from a woman who was related to 57 victims of the 
massacre of Rasm al-Nafl, described previously as family members of Mohammed al- 
Faraj al-Fawwaz.

Testimony 7:

60Names of interlocutors are anonymized for security reasons.
61Chinese-made motorcycles have been a key feature and preferred means of transport in the rural countryside of Syria, 

for many decades. They featured in my earlier fieldwork prominently as a status symbol for young men. In the absence 
of public transportation, motorcycles were a cheap alternative. The motorcycle skills of the Syrian rebels from the 
countryside fighting the Assad regime have even been indicated as a crucial aspect in the successful assault on Aleppo, 
turning them into urban-warfare machines. See Hugh Naylor, ‘Syria’s Rebel Bikers a Key Weapon in War on Assad’, The 
National, 19 August 2012, https://www.thenational.ae/world/mena/syria-s-rebel-bikers-a-key-weapon-in-war-on-assad 
-1.410767.

62The cousin was well known to me. I knew him since he was two years old and he was part of the household of my key 
informants during my anthropological fieldwork in 2000–2004. We kept in touch and reconnected in 2015. A year later 
he had joined the FSA. In 2017, his life ended tragically when he stepped on a landmine left behind by ISIS in a building 
in al-Tādef, northern Syria.
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‘It was in summer, I do not know exactly, but somewhere in June. We came to the village from 
our house in Raqqa on a Wednesday. On Thursday nothing was happening, but on Friday in 
the morning, the SAA went to the village next to us, to Rasm al-Nafl. So we decided to stay and 
not go out or anything, just stay inside. We stayed like that for 5 days. Under siege. We were 
afraid to go out, if you had seen what they have done in Rasm al-Nafl, they killed them in cold 
blood. We did not want to be killed, so we stayed inside. We were so afraid, it was very hard. 
We did not know what they [the regime army] would do. They came to prepare the road. At 
the time, my youngest was very sick and needed to go to the hospital. But they were still there. 
My youngest child died during these days. It was just me and the children in the house when 
she died. We left her in the house, we were afraid to go out and make a noise. So, her body laid 
there for a while in the living room. We managed to ask the soldiers to give us access to the 
graveyard to bury her. We buried her and stayed for another week. It was very hard to live.

It was so hard, there was a lot of shelling, I was afraid all the time. We managed to get out 
at one point, back to Raqqa and until eventually everybody left. Also my brother. Everyone 
who survived Rasm al-Nafl also left. My sister was killed in the massacre, and her children, 
her husband, five children, and my sister had a baby of 5 days old. A small baby, they killed 
her too. Her oldest daughter was 13 years. All others were younger. Yes . . . like that, 
I mean . . . I did not see the village anymore since. We left. After that kind of pain, I do 
not want to return. We went straight back to Raqqa. We stayed there and then fled to 
Turkey. After what happened in Rasm al-Nafl, nobody wants to return. Nobody will return, 
for sure!’

In October 2013, the SAA regained control of the area (see Figure 5). Convoys 
from Hama were sent in and using planes and helicopters, heavy shelling with 
rockets and barrel bombs cleared the way.63 Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) 
reported that in the exodus from the region, more than 130,000 individuals fled 

Figure 5. The battle of Khanas
_
ir in October 2013. Source: Wikicommons CC BY-SA 3.0; https:// 

commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=29072911

63International Crisis Group, ‘Rigged Cars and Barrel Bombs’.
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the area.64 The displaced fell back on the support of their families in urban opposi-
tion-controlled areas. However, some households fled to government-controlled 
areas. Generally, those who had been working in the state defence factory near al- 
Sfīrah for example, were sympathetic to the government. These divides within 
extended families existed prior to 2011: Men working for government institutions, 
called employees (mūaz

_
afin) had steady incomes and were often suspected to be 

informers (shabbiha). Conversely, men with seasonal work in construction and agri-
culture, steered away as much as possible from government institutions. Both pro- 
Assad and opposition leanings were thus present in extended rural families and the 
Rasm al-Nafl massacre deepened these rifts even further. According to one of my 
interlocutors, her brother, whose own sister got killed in the massacre, was an 
employee. At first he denied the massacre had taken place at all. Eventually, he 
rationalized the killings, stating that his sister must have done something wrong and 
she probably ‘deserved it’.

A final video clip was uploaded at the site of ‘ūm Amūd Saghirah on 
4 September 2014.65 At the shores of the Jabūl saltlake, a correspondent from the 
Aleppo News Network reports on newly discovered bodies of women, who must 
have lived there. The video clip ends with a shot panned towards a pile of black 
cloth. Upon closer inspection, the pile is a decomposing female body in an odd 
position, explained by the reporter as the result of bulldozing by the SAA. At the 
time of reporting, the area was devoid of inhabitants. Satellite imagery demonstrates 
that at least 80% of villages in the Khanas

_
ir valley are currently abandoned, houses 

lack roofs, and the area looks exceptionally green, due to lack of grazing or any other 

Figure 6. Rasm al-Nafl abandoned. Source: Google maps image of Rasm al Nafl ©2020 CNES/Airbus, 
Maxar Technologies, Map data ©2020

64Jasmine the ambassador, [in Arabic] ‘Aleppo countryside—Al-Sfirah—the displacement of the people of the villahes of 
Al-Jawkha, Rasm Al-Aish and Manayaa 1-/2/2013�, Video, 0:23, YouTube, 2 October 2013, https://www.youtube.com/ 
watch?v=NVw0qBbaWWY; Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) International, ‘Civilians Forced to Flee Al Safira under Heavy 
Bombardment’, Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) International blog, 25 October 2013, https://bit.ly/3fc40f8.

65Halab News Network HNN, [in Arabic] ‘Al Sfirah Countryside—Khanasser Road—Documentation of Al-Bouz massacre’, 
Video, 03:23, YouTube, 4 September 2014, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xNPLkmzqnM8. Viewer discretion 
advised.
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agricultural activity.66 Closer inspection of satellite imagery recorded in 2020, demon-
strates that the village of Rasm al-Nafl is abandoned, also with most houses lacking 
roofs (see Figure 6).

Discussion: complex synergies of military strategy, sectarianism, 
subalternity, and rurality

The findings in this study demonstrate the extreme level of violence in the massacres of 
the Khanas

_
ir valley. From traumatized memories, the testimonies express profound grief, 

anger, disbelief, and bewilderment regarding the events in Rasm al-Nafl. All of the victims 
were defenseless—slaughtered like animals, the disposable nature of their bodies exem-
plified by the way they were cast into the wells. Contrary to some other well-studied 
massacres, in which mostly young men and boys were killed, the perpetrators in the 
Khanas

_
ir valley targeted unguarded females, children, elderly, and even newborns.67 The 

brutality of the massacre is exemplary of Syrian paramilitary violence, or as Uğur Ümit 
Üngör calls it, ‘shabbiha violence’, for which the Karm al-Zaytoun massacres in Homs had 
set the tone back in 2012.68 In a premeditated action, local informers and enablers were 
sent to the victims, who had initially fled their houses due to the military activities, and led 
them back to their villages. Deceived upon arrival in their houses, the victims were 
slaughtered, and the habitual looting commenced, indicating the instrumentality of the 
massacres and the opportunism of the perpetrators.

The data also indicates that the massacres were rational, intentional, organized, 
and planned for a regional military campaign, aimed at seizing the strategic road 
between Khanas

_
ir and al-Sfīrah as an alternative supply route to the M5 national 

highway between Damascus, Hama, Homs, and Aleppo. The purpose of the mas-
sacres was evidently to induce fear, create terror and destruction, resulting in an 
adamant refusal of those who fled to return to their houses, as long as the SAA 
controlled the area. Questions remain why civilians and their possessions needed to 
be eradicated, and how such extreme acts of violence could take place, and yet 
attract such scant attention.

Uğur Ümit Üngör explains that mass violence in Syria developed in three phases: 
pre-violence; the phase of mass violence; and the post-violent phase. ‘The transition 
from crisis (phase one) to mass violence (phase two) is often a point of no return in 
which serious moral and political transgressions occur in a rapid process of violent 
polarisation.’69 There is a distinct lack of scholarly clarity regarding the duration of 
the first phase, or crisis—the term used by Ümit Üngör.70 I argue the first phase in 
Syria spans decades, rather than years, and is strongly related to the governmentality 

66See https://www.google.com/maps/@35.8833268,37.5817486,908m/data=!3m1!1e3.
67Lisa Parks, ‘Satellite Views of Srebrenica: Tele-visuality and the Politics of Witnessing’, Social Identities 7, no 4 (2001): 

585–611; Selma Leydesdorff, ‘When Communities Fell Apart and Neighbors Became Enemies: Stories of Bewilderment 
in Srebrenica’, in Memories of Mass Repression: Narrating Life Stories in the Aftermath of Atrocity (Piscataway, Transaction 
Publishers: 2009), 21–39.

68Uğur Ümit Üngör, ‘Shabbiha: Paramilitary Groups, Mass Violence and Social Polarization in Homs’, in Violence: An 
International Journal 1, no 1 (8 April 2020): 59–79. Üngör states that the massacres in the village of Karm al-Zaytūn, 
nearby Homs, were perpetrated by shabbiha and known to be the first where unarmed children were killed in a face-to- 
face encounter between perpetrators and victims.

69Ümit Üngör, ‘Mass Violence in Syria’, 2.
70Ibid.
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of violence by the Assad regime.71 It is in this first phase where the dehumanization 
of victims and othering takes place, thus providing an enabling environment for the 
descent into brutal violence.

The testimonies confirm that the massacres were carried by the SAA and affiliated Shi’a 
militias. In the blacklist issued by Pro Justice, the massacre of Rasm al-Nafl is only 
mentioned once on page 80, stating that the massacres in Khanas

_
ir were carried out by 

Shi’a militias from the town of Salamiyah: al-Salāmah, Mahmūd Afifah, Nūsūr al-Zawba, 
and the Syrian Hizb Allah.72 Combined with the fact that the victims belonged to 
a majority Sunni community, a sectarian motive for the massacre seems most plausible. 
The Shi’a militias affiliated with the SAA commonly use the so-called ‘Karbala narrative’ as 
the religious justification for violence, which explains the reported head bandanas of the 
perpetrators inscribed with ‘Ya Hussein’.73 Defending the Syrian state is for them synon-
ymous with defending the honour of al-Sayyidah Zaynab. In this narrative, Syrian rebels, 
and any Sunni villagers suspected of being sympathetic towards them, such as the 
inhabitants of Rasm al-Nafl, are defined and labelled as takfiri [accusing other Muslims 
of apostasy] and kafirun [disbelievers], thus posing an existential threat to Shi’ism and as 
such, vulnerable to eradication.

However, problematizing monocausal clarifications, I argue that sectarianism alone 
does not explain the brutality of the violence that occurred at the local level. There are 
discrepancies between the dichotomy of the ‘Karbala narrative’ and motives of the Syrian 
regime. To establish the social contract between the Assad regime and the country’s 
Sunni majority, Bashar al-Assad used what Rahaf al-Doughli refers to as a ‘Ba’athified 
version of religion’, combined with a constructed ‘supra-nationalist identity’ to supersede 
ethnic and sectarian differences and determine people’s sense of patriotism and 
belonging.74 In the progression of the Syrian war, al-Doughli observes a move away 
from Ba’athist secularity into a presidential rhetoric that laces security, legitimacy, and 
survival for the Syrian regime with the language of religion.75 Anyone who is disloyal to 
the supra-nationalist narrative is deemed unpatriotic, a disbeliever, and therefore an 
enemy of the state, irrespective of sectarian, ethnic, or religious background. The sectarian 
dimensions in the Syrian war are thus multilayered and most of all ambiguous.76 At the 
local level, the so-called ‘Karbala narrative’ was never a disruptive social issue in the 
Khanas

_
ir valley—not even to Syria’s Shi’a sects—and was merely imported from 

Lebanon and Iran during the war.
The testimonies signify the crucial role of local informers, the shabbiha, to guide the 

SAA and the external Shi’a paramilitary militias towards their victims. Two kinds of local 
informers are mentioned: an individual from the village of Harbakiyya; and Circassian men 
from Khanas

_
ir. The latter are from a small ethnic minority group, living mainly in Khanas

_
ir. 

71Ismail, The Rule of Violence.
72Pro Justice, ‘The Blacklist’.
73Smyth, ‘Hizballah Cavalcade’. In defiance and revenge for the historic Battle of Karbala (10 October 0680 AD/10 

Muharram 61 AH) symbolizing the rejection of oppressive Sunni rule, these paramilitary fighters see themselves as 
protectors and avengers for the honour of Hussayn and his sister Zaynab expressed by war cries, chants, and slogans 
referring to Zaynab, such as ‘Labayka ya Zaynab’.

74Rahaf Aldoughli, ‘Departing ‘Secularism’: Boundary Appropriation and Extension of the Syrian State in the Religious 
Domain Since 2011�, British Journal of Middle Eastern Studies (August 2020): 1–26. https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/ 
abs/10.1080/13530194.2020.1805299?journalCode=cbjm20.

75Aldoughli, ‘Departing “Secularism”: Boundary Appropriation’.
76Christopher Phillips, ‘Sectarianism and Conflict in Syria’, Third World Quarterly 36, no 2 (2015): 357–76.
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The local shabbiha in Khanas
_
ir were not related to any Shi’a ideology or Alawite sect, but 

rather were lower level impromptu collaborators. Prior to 2011, social relations between 
farmers in the valley and the Circassians from Khanas

_
ir were good. The motives for these 

local individual informers are thus not sectarian and most likely stem from opportunism 
founded in the relational sphere—perhaps settling old scores and receiving instant 
financial benefit for their ad hoc collaboration with the SAA and affiliated militias.

Deeper reflection thus reveals a more complex situation, which should be further 
scrutinized in combination with factors such as rurality, classism, and subalternity existing 
prior to 2011. Therefore, the massacres need to be placed in a geographical and historico- 
political context to identify the deeper motives that underpin them. Ismail identified that 
the social geography of the anti-regime protests in Syria signified regional distinctions 
and divisions, rural and urban development, and class relations.77 In the five years before 
the outbreak of war in Syria, urban growth was exponential in cities like Aleppo and 
Raqqa. This exponential urbanization and the attendant growth of the urban nouveau 
riche during the so-called ‘social market economy’ era of the first decade of the rule of 
Bashar al-Assad caused a widening of rural-urban divisions in which ‘poverty belts’ sprang 
up around the cities and the middle class weakened.78 It was within the context of this 
rural-urban continuum that revolutionary solidarity emerged between the urban ‘poverty 
belts’ and towns and villages in the rural areas. To make matters worse, a deep cultural 
and economic rift existed between the farmers of Khanas

_
ir valley and middle- and higher- 

class urbanites from Aleppo city.
This divide exacerbated tensions in the run-up to the outbreak of mass violence in the 

war. Inhabitants of Aleppo’s uptown neighbourhoods, who rarely ventured in the rural 
areas, considered the villagers to be ‘simple people’. A general condescendence was 
expressed by Syrian urbanites towards these villagers, called falah

_
īn, peasants, a term 

used to indicate those from a lower uneducated status, often the lowest in social rank. 
Prior to the uprisings, inhabitants of villages such as Rasm al-Nafl and surrounding 
agricultural villages of the Khanas

_
ir valley were the rural subalterns of Aleppo province, 

suffering decades of chronic poverty and economic disadvantage, often cut off from 
major civic services and amenities, and only receiving intermittent governmental support. 
Formal education as well as healthcare services were major challenges in these rural areas. 
So how does rurality relate to the governmentality of violence by the Assad regime?

Coexisting with a politics of killing and incarceration, the regime’s main enterprise prior 
to the 2011 uprisings was deeply invested in a political strategy of technical advance, 
specialization, and modernization, in particular related to agricultural development in 
rural areas.79 While the Tabqa Dam in the Euphrates river exemplified the grand design of 
modernization for the developmentalist Assad regime, the irrigation scheme that accom-
panied it did not extend to places such as the Khanas

_
ir valley.80 When Bashar al-Assad 

replaced his father in 2000, Ba’athist developmentalism continued in the establishment of 
the ‘The Syria Trust’, a quasi-NGO, led by Syria’s First Lady, Asma al-Assad. Praised as 

77Ismail, ‘The Syrian Uprising’.
78Samer Abboud, ‘Locating the “Social” in the Social Market Economy’, in Syria from Reform to Revolt, vol. 1, ed. Raymond 

Hinnebusch and Tina Zintl (New York: Syracuse University Press, 2015), 45–66; Carsten Wieland, Syria, a Decade of Lost 
Chances (Seattle, WA: Cune Press, 2012).

79Wieland, Syria, a Decade of; Rabo, ‘Change on the Euphrates’; Raymond Hinnebusch et al., ‘Agriculture and Reform in 
Syria’, Syria Studies 3, no 1 (2011): 1–79.

80Rabo, ‘Change on the Euphrates’.
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a modern approach to sustainable development, the Syria Trust was, first and foremost, 
a political performance by the first lady, to develop her image as the mother of the Syrian 
nation.81 During this first decade of Bashar al-Assad’s rule, ‘political power’ and ‘economic 
success’ were part and parcel of the regime’s ‘authoritarian neoliberalism’, gradually 
growing into a persistent form of mafia-like capitalism.82

Empty promises by the government to reform and support rural development caused 
growing dissatisfaction in the Aleppo countryside and stark resentment towards the 
increasingly privileged urbanites, loyal to the government.83 Dissident voices, critiquing 
the effectiveness of the regime’s development activities, were silenced. From the 1970s 
onward, the dissident documentary films by Omar Amiralay had critiqued the Ba’athist 
grand rural revolution in Syria. Similarly, the 2010 road movie ‘Damascus, Damascus’ by 
Nabil Maleh meticulously documents the widespread failure of, and voices of discontent 
from, the Syrian countryside.84 Paradoxically, these documentary films were commis-
sioned, and consequently banned, by the Assad regime. Naturally for an authoritarian 
regime, the voices in these films were considered a threat to state security, should they be 
distributed to Syrian audiences. The Assad regime inevitably considered a critical farmer 
as unpatriotic—even ungrateful. The darker and more sinister element was the regime’s 
schizophrenic coexistence with an industrial killing machine, operationalized through 
mechanisms of silencing, incarceration, disappearance, and indeed massacres, which 
had ruled the daily consciousness of Syrian peasants since the rise of power of Hafez al- 
Assad in the 1970s.

Since the 1970s, the Assad regime invested deeply in constructing its political image of 
representing the only possible entity able to protect Syria’s population against both 
external and internal threats.85 What constitutes those threats and who is fit to be 
a patriot is ultimately defined by the Assad regime alone. When Assad framed protesting 
non-violent subaltern resisters in 2011 as infiltrators, saboteurs, armed gangs, and terror-
ists betraying the nation, this was aimed at silencing dissent through violence.86 Regime 
violence therefore becomes a governmental duty, whereby, as far as the perpetrators are 
concerned, victims are superfluous and ultimately dispensable.

In the case of Rasm al-Nafl and the other villages of the Khanas
_
ir valley, the massacres 

unfolded in a social context in which the victims existed as a category of ‘lesser human 
beings’. Concern or empathy for the villagers was therefore already unlikely in several 
sectors of Syrian society—a lack that transcended sects. Yet the classism that constructed 
this rural subalternity did not necessarily exist along the lines of sectarian divisions since, 
prior to 2011, both non-Islamic (Christian) and Sunni urban elites regularly expressed 
similar disdain towards peasant farmers, as did the Alawite elite. Moreover, at least one 
family in Rasm al-Nafl was Christian—one large house on the roadside was known as the 

81Laura Ruiz de Elvira, ‘Syrian Charities at the Turn of the Twenty-first Century: Their History, Situation, Frames and 
Challenges’, in Syrian Voices from Pre-revolution Syria: Civil Society Against All Odds (Amsterdam, Netherlands: HIVOS, 
2013).

82Abboud, ‘Locating the ‘social’ in Lisa Wedeen, Ambiguities of Domination: Politics, Rhetoric, and Symbols in Contemporary 
Syria (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2015); Wieland, Syria, a Decade of.

83Josepha Ivanka Wessels, Documenting Syria: Film-Making, Video Activism and Revolution (London: I.B. Tauris, 2019); 
Wieland, Syria, a Decade of.

84Wessels, Documenting Syria: Film-Making.
85Wedeen, Ambiguities of Domination; Wieland, Syria, a Decade of; Aldoughli, ‘Departing “Secularism”: Boundary 

Appropriation’.
86Ismail, ‘Urban Subalterns in the Arab Revolutions’.
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‘castle’ and had a Christian owner. Within extended families, a lack of empathy was also 
observed from pro-Assad family members towards the victims—even if the person killed 
was a close relative. This fragmentation within families was particularly instrumentalised 
by the Assad regime as a means by which to rule, divide, and undermine subalterns.

The campaign of massacres in the Khanas
_
ir valley led to the near-total eradication of 

the local peasant culture. Satellite imagery reveals the extent of the destruction and 
abandonment of the traditional beehive villages, the climate-adapted design if which 
dates back thousands of years. The aim of killing and driving out the local population 
amounts to ethnic cleansing. Despite its inhabitants not constituting a distinct indigenous 
people with a name, the governmental campaign of massacres in the Khanas

_
ir valley can 

be seen as a form of cultural genocide due to the erasure of a traditional way of living.87

Conclusion

The slogan ‘Assad, or we burn the country’ was introduced by the Syrian regime early on 
in the Syrian uprisings as a motivational war chant for the SAA and paramilitary groups.88 

The destructive campaign of massacres that took place in the Khanas
_
ir valley in the spring 

of 2013 can be seen as an operationalization of this slogan. This article provides an in- 
depth description of the massacres, in particular the killings in Rasm al-Nafl, a village in the 
Khanas

_
ir valley in eastern Aleppo province, in which 208 civilians, mainly women, chil-

dren, and the elderly, were brutally slaughtered, burned, and executed by the Syrian army 
and affiliated Shi’a militias in the spring of 2013. The massacre in Rasm al-Nafl—a 
predominantly Sunni peasant village—was perpetrated by the SAA with the assistance 
of paramilitary Shi’a militias from the town of Salamiyah, which seemingly indicates 
a primarily sectarian motive for the brutality. However, the perpetrators could not have 
carried out the massacre without the assistance of local Sunni informers known as 
shabbiha. However, sectarianism alone cannot explain the level of brutality and the 
indifference towards the victims of the massacre.

Placing the massacre in the wider geographical context of an extended campaign of 
massacres in the Khanas

_
ir valley reveals that rurality and a process of othering, combined 

with sectarianism, retribution, opportunism, and a military interest to depopulate the 
strategic area, formed the deeper, non-sectarian, complex drive for the brutality that 
ensued. The main reason why the massacres took place is to be found in the explanatory 
nature of subalternity that preceded the killings by several decades. In other words, the 
intended victims were already viewed as dispensable in the first place, by virtue of their 
rurality.

Just a couple of sentences in the Pro Justice black book mention the massacre in Rasm 
al-Nafl.89 Rasm al-Nafl is indeed mentioned in a 2017 Reuters news article about the 
abandoned villages in these areas, but the killings are not reported. Oblivious to what 
happened, the foreign correspondent, Angus McDowall, relies solely on a regime- 
controlled narrative he received during a trip organized by the UNHCR and then falsely 
reports that ‘the people of Rasm al-Nafl moved deeper into terrain held by Islamic State 

87Jodi A. Byrd and Michael Rothberg, ‘Between Subalternity and Indigeneity’, Interventions 13, no 1 (2011): 1–12; 
Kingston, ‘The Destruction of Identity’.

88Dagher, Assad or We Burn.
89Pro Justice, ‘The Blacklist’.
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when the fighting neared, not out of any ideological sympathy with the ultra-hardline 
militants but in search of pasture for their herds’.90 Scant attention is given to the carnage 
of these ‘dispensable, superfluous people’, whose deaths merely represent a ‘glitch’ in the 
vast history of Syrian regime violence. For those directly affected—those who lost 57 
members of their family members in this massacre—this is of course a very different 
matter. The governmental massacre campaign effectively resulted in the cultural geno-
cide and ethnic cleansing of the Khanas

_
ir valley.
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